
Today's businesses face a broad and growing

array of security threats, from sophisticated

hackers, to ransom ware attacks, to identity theft

and more. You need to protect your user's 

identities against increasingly sophisticated 

cyber attacks, as well as surface and respond to 

the threats against your IT system in general. 

In this engagement, our team will leverage best-

of-breed tools to ensure identity protection and 

secure access for your organization through 

sophisticated, analytics and AI-based solutions. 

Atmosera will review your existing security and IT 

environment, understand the current  

infrastructure and platforms in use, and then 

deploy and configure Microsoft Sentinel and 

Microsoft Defender for Identity to protect your 

business against identity access and related 

threats against your people, systems, and data.

Atmosera is a Microsoft Security Solution Partner 

(MSSP), an Azure Expert MSP and a Microsoft Gold 

Partner with multiple advanced specializations –

the highest levels of recognition possible. We have 

deep experience with ecuring our customer's IT 

landscape from modern security threats.

Protect your business with modern, robust, and sophisticated Azure Security services
In this engagement, we will meet with your team to understand their business, analyze the existing 

security environment, and then deploy an initial footprint of Microsoft Sentinel and Microsoft Defender 

for Identity to better secure your IT resources – and your business.

Example Delivery Process

Assess

Understand current 

business, data and 

security posture, 

including key 

challenges, risks, 

and blockers.

Define

Identify options and 

discuss next steps for 

implementation 

within your specific 

environment.

Transfer

Deploy an initial 

footprint, socialize

results with leadership

and provide  roadmap 

for next steps.

Brief

Provide an overview 

of Azure Identity 

and Security 

services, including 

best practices.

Final Deliverables

Assessment / review of current Security environment

Duration: 5 Days Cost: $10,000

Deployment of initial Identity protection solution

Secure your digital landscape with the power of the Azure cloud

Get in touch 

with us:

Miran Baric

Vice President, Sales

specialist@atmosera.com
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Microsoft Secure Identity Access Mgmt (IAM)

1-Week POC and Advisory Engagement
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